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Abstract: The ancient technique of information hiding known as text steganography has enjoyed much research in recent
years due to the rising popularity of social media platforms and the abundant availability of online literature
and other text as cover media for steganography. Whilst the majority of the research approaches have focused
on manipulating or replacing text, in some form or another, to embed secret information, the utilisation of
the structure of the document itself for such embedding has rarely been researched. Therefore, we propose in
this short paper a new approach for embedding secret messages in textual documents based on the splitting,
merging, and resizing of paragraph text. The size comparison between adjacent paragraphs embeds one bit of
information. We outline only the basic idea and define the syntax and semantics of the embedding language.

1 INTRODUCTION

Text steganography refers to all the techniques and
methods used for hiding secret messages in textual
documents (Agarwal, 2013; Lockwood and Curran,
2017; Taleby Ahvanooey et al., 2019; Kumar and
Singh, 2020; Majeed et al., 2021). Unlike other me-
dia, text documents are more challenging to use as
cover due to the lack of redundant information that
can be used for hiding secret messages. As a result,
the smallest manipulation of the text becomes imme-
diately visible to the human eye. This further means
that the original cover document cannot be assumed
to be known to the reader, since differences with the
modified version will be immediately detectable.

There are many approaches to text steganography.
These include format-based, in which the physical
features of text symbols are used to conceal a message
(Xiang et al., 2007; Roy and Manasmita, 2011; Na-
haruddin et al., 2018; Malik et al., 2017), substitution-
based, or lexical approaches, where words are substi-
tuted for others without affecting the meaning (Bar-
mawi, 2016; Yajam et al., 2014), random statistical
generation (Wu et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2019; Huan-
huan et al., 2017), linguistic methods (Li et al., 2021;
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Yang et al., 2021b; Kang et al., 2020), as well as cov-
erless (Wu et al., 2018; Wang and Gao, 2019; Guan
et al., 2022) and human-in-the-loop-based (Bergmair
and Katzenbeisser, 2006; Grosvald and Orgun, 2012)
approaches. The use of text-based steganography and
steganalysis in social media (Shirali-Shahreza and
Shirali-Shahreza, 2007; Wilson et al., 2015) in re-
cent years has drawn much attention to these top-
ics from the research community, due to the impor-
tant security and safety implications that online me-
dia communications have on everyday modern life.
On the other hand, several text steganalysis methods
have also been proposed in literature, as documented
in the work of (Samanta and Pattyanayak, 2020). In
addition, datasets such as (Yang et al., 2021a) have
been collected for testing text steganalysis methods,
and also tools have been developed for text steganog-
raphy, such as LUNABEL (Chand and Orgun, 2006)
and SNOW (Kwan, 2013).

In this paper, we present a new structural approach
for encoding secret messages in text documents. We
do not manipulate the text itself, but rather the layout
of the document. More specifically, we use the break-
down of a document into paragraphs, where the differ-
ence between the sizes of adjacent paragraphs is used
to encode individual bits of information. We then pro-
pose a formal language to adjust the paragraph sizes
accordingly. This paper reports on our initial ideas,
and lays down the ground for future implementation
and validation of these proposals.
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Most relevant to our work is that of Liang and
Iranmanesh (Liang and Iranmanesh, 2016), who pro-
posed a method by adding five white space characters
to randomly selected positions in a line using a key
to correlate the characters required for embedding se-
cret information. This method is advantageous be-
cause randomly-spread white spaces may encode the
message differently using different keys.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the theoretical background
necessary for defining our embedding method. In
Section 3, we define the embedding and extraction
processes. In Section 4, we suggest a suitable statisti-
cal test that can be used to attack a document embed-
ded with content using our approach. Finally, we con-
clude the paper in Section 5 and discuss future work.

2 THEORY

We assume that a text document, S  , can be de-
fined as a finite sequence of paragraphs, S = P1, ,Pn.
Any other content can be ignored. We call the set
of all possible paragraphs,  . Hence, any sequence
would be a finite subset, S  . We also call the set
of all possible sequences of paragraphs (i.e. docu-
ments),  . An example of such set would be one
constructed from the hypothetical Hyperwebster dic-
tionary (Stewart et al., 1996). Furthermore, a para-
graph, P = c1, ,cm, is a sequence of some finite num-
ber of characters with different multiplicities, which
we can capture through a function, ch_of :  →♢./,
where  is the multi-set of all possible characters in
some language (e.g. English), and ♢./ is a power-set
preserving the multiplicity (but not the order) of each
character in this multi-set (as defined by Axiom V in
(Blizard, 1988)):

ch_of.P/ = ĉ : c P‘

Assuming every paragraph has at least one sentence
defined by a punctuation mark e.g. ’!’, ’?’ or ’.’, the
condition that P  : ch_of.P/ ℕ+ will always hold.
The same applies to documents, as we assume there
is no empty document, S = , since it would be use-
less for embedding any hidden content. In general,
a document and its paragraphs will need to satisfy a
number of conditions, such as those above, to ensure
these are grammatically and structurally sound. These
conditions must remain invariant once the embedding
operations are defined in the next section.

We define the union of paragraphs, P, as follows:
x1, ,xn P y1, ,ym =
x1, ,xn,SPACE,y1, ,ym

this simply states that the paragraph union is equiva-
lent to the composition of two sequences of characters
(i.e. two paragraphs) separated by a newline charac-
ter.

Now, we can define the following function, R : 
 → ˆ0,1‘, to be a function on pairs of paragraphs
resulting in one of the values 0, 1. We can define R
in any way we want, but for the rest of our model, we
will define R as the size comparison function:

R.Pl ,Pr/ =
∣∣∣∣ 0 if ch_of.Pl / ≤ ch_of.Pr/

1 otherwise

Using the R function, a document consisting of n
paragraphs can be seen as a sequence of .n * 1/ ze-
roes and ones. We call this sequence the document’s
R sequence:

R1, ,Rn*1

R is important; it constitutes our embedding function
and its definition will determine what secret message,
M xi=1n*1 xi ˆ0,1‘, we can communicate.

3 OUR PROPOSED METHOD

We present here our method for embedding and ex-
tracting a secret message. This method can be classi-
fied under the structural (or format-based) approaches
for text steganography, since it affects the structure of
the document rather than its content.

3.1 The Embedding Process

In order to embed a secret message in a document,
we first define a language for altering the paragraph
structure of documents. We call this language Λ, and
define its syntax as follows:

Λ ::= Op Λ Λ

Op ::= P P P P ↶ P P ↷ P

Informally, Λ is either a document altering operation,
Op, or a sequential composition of two Λ terms, writ-
ten as Λ Λ. A document altering operation, Op,
can be one of the following: P P is the paragraph
merge operation, which takes a pair of paragraphs
and merges them into a single paragraph. P is the
paragraph split operation, which splits a paragraph
into two paragraphs at the end of some sentence, each
paragraph with random proportions. P↶ P is the left-
shift operation, which takes some characters from the
right (in reality, the lower) paragraph and adds them
to the left (in reality, upper) paragraph, such that the
number of characters in the former becomes less than
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that in the latter. Finally, P ↷ P is the right-shift op-
eration, which takes some characters from the left (in
reality, upper) paragraph and adds them to the right
(in reality, lower) paragraph, such that the number of
characters in the latter becomes more than that in the
former. All of these operations must respect the in-
variant conditions on the grammar and structure of a
paragraph and the document, for example, that a para-
graph must always end with a sentence as defined by
a punctuation mark.

We define the formal operational meaning of Λ as
in Figure 1, using the semantic operator [[Λ S]]  ,
defined inductively over the terms of the language
and with respect to an existing document S. We now
explain the semantic rules. Rule (Op1) defines the
meaning of a merge operation on a pair of paragraphs
that belong to a document by simply merging their
sentences and preserving the position of the new para-
graph as the position of the two old ones. Rule (Op2)
defines the meaning of a split operation for a para-
graph that belongs to a document, by splitting the
paragraph into two paragraphs, such that the posi-
tion of the new paragraphs occupies the position of
the old one. The two new paragraphs have random
sizes, but must add up to ch_of.P/. Rule (Op3) de-
fines the meaning of the left-shift operation on a pair
of paragraphs that belong to a document as the mod-
ification of those paragraphs such that the number of
characters of the left paragraph now exceeds the right
one. Similarly, Rule (Op4) defines the meaning of the
right-shift operation on a pair of paragraphs such that
the new pair has more characters in the right para-
graph than the left. Finally, Rule (Λ0) defines the
meaning of the sequential composition of two Λ terms
as the application of the left term first on a document
and then the right one after that on the resulting doc-
ument.

The embedding process now consists of applying
terms of the Λ language to any document S, such that
[[Λ S]] = P1, ,Pn and:

R.P1,P2/, ,R.Pn*1,Pn/ = M

where M is the secret message being communicated.
It is also possible to simply either choose or construct
from fresh a textual document, P1, ,Pn, such that the
document satisfies the above equation with M.

As a simple example, let us consider the excerpt,
SDickens, defined in Figure 2 and taken from Charles
Dickens’s "Oliver Twist". If we want to transmit the
message M = 0,1, then we must alter SDickens such
that R.P1,P2/ = 0 and R.P2,P3/ = 1. One way of
achieving this would be to apply:

.P2 ↶ P3/ SDickens

under an invariant condition that states that a para-
graph must end with a full stop. This then results in a
new excerpt, SDickens, as shown in Figure 3.

3.2 The Extraction Process

The extraction process reverses the embedding pro-
cess. In order to extract a message, the recipient will
need to have agreed on the definition of R with the
sender beforehand. With that in mind, the extraction
logic can be defined as follows:

Y ω P1, ,Pn = ω .Y ω/ P1, ,Pn

where, Y is Curry’s fixed-point combinator (Curry
and Feys, 1958, p.178), P1, ,Pn is the received text
document, is the empty sequence, to be filled with
the bits of the secret message, and ω is defined as the
following λ-calculus expression (Church, 1932):

ω = λ f .λs.λ↕. if s ≤ 1 then ↕
else f .s“fst.s// .↕ : R.fst.s/,snd.s///

Here, fst :  ⇸  is a partial function that returns the
first paragraph element in a sequence, snd :  ⇸ 
is a partial function that returns the second paragraph
element in a sequence and “ :   ⇸  is a partial
function that takes a sequence and a paragraph, and
returns a new sequence resulting from the removal of
that paragraph from the input sequence. Finally, .↕ : n/
joins an element n to the tail of an existing sequence
↕ such that n becomes the last element of the new se-
quence. For example, 1,0,1 : 1 = 1,0,1,1. Both fst
and snd are partial since they are not defined over the
empty sequence and the 1-element sequence, respec-
tively. “ is partial since the element being removed
from a sequence may not be a member. The defini-
tion of ω returns the current initial message sequence
unaltered if the size of the document is one or zero
paragraphs, since such document cannot hold any se-
cret messages. Moreover, this is also used as the con-
dition to terminate the fixed point calculation.

To extract the message from the excerpt of Figure
3, we apply the following:

Y ω .Y ω .Y ω SDickens // = 0,1

4 PROPOSED STEGANALYSIS

According to (Taleby Ahvanooey et al., 2019), there
are generally three methods for attacking text doc-
uments with hidden content: visual attacks that in-
volve a human in comparing two documents, struc-
tural attacks that involve modifying the structure of
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(Op1) [[Pl Pr P1, ,Pl*1,Pl ,Pr,Pr+1, ,Pn]] = P1, ,Pl*1,P,Pr+1, ,Pn*1
where, P = Pl P Pr

(Op2) [[P P1, ,Pl*1,P,Pr+1, ,Pn]] = P1, ,Pl*1,Pl ,Pr,Pr+1, ,Pn+1
where, P = Pl P Pr

(Op3) [[Pl ↶ Pr P1, ,Pl ,Pr, ,Pn]] = P1, ,Pl ,Pr, ,Pn
where, ch_of.Pl / ≤ ch_of.Pr/
and ch_of.Pl / > ch_of.Pr/

(Op4) [[Pl ↷ Pr P1, ,Pl ,Pr, ,Pn]] = P1, ,Pl ,Pr, ,Pn
where, ch_of.Pl / ≥ ch_of.Pr/
and ch_of.Pl / < ch_of.Pr/

(Λ0) [[.Λl Λr/ S]] = [[Λr [[Λl S]]]]
Figure 1: Semantics of the document alteration language Λ.

P1: "Bow to the Board," said Bumble. Oliver brushed away two or three tears that were lingering
in his eyes, and seeing no board but the table, fortunately bowed to that.

P2: "What’s your name, boy?" said the gentleman in the high chair.

P3: Oliver was frightened at the sight of so many gentlemen, which made him tremble; and the
beadle gave him another tap behind, which made him cry; and these two causes made him answer in
a very low and hesitating voice; whereupon a gentleman in a white waistcoat said he was a fool.
Which was a capital way of raising his spirits, and putting him quite at ease.

Figure 2: A three-paragraph excerpt, SDickens, taken from Charles Dickens’s "Oliver Twist".

P1: "Bow to the Board," said Bumble. Oliver brushed away two or three tears that were lingering
in his eyes,and seeing no board but the table, fortunately bowed to that.

P2: "What’s your name, boy?" said the gentleman in the high chair. Oliver was frightened at the
sight of so many gentlemen, which made him tremble; and the beadle gave him another tap behind,
which made him cry; and these two causes made him answer in a very low and hesitating voice;
whereupon a gentleman in a white waistcoat said he was a fool.

P3: Which was a capital way of raising his spirits, and putting him quite at ease.

Figure 3: The excerpt of Figure 2 with a new layout after encoding the secret message 0,1.

the suspected documents hence destroying its embed-
ded content and finally, statistical attacks where the
attacker uses statistical methods to estimate the prob-
ability or possibility that a document has some hidden
content.

In general, the first method always succeeds in de-
tecting hidden content if the attacker has access to the
cover document. Therefore, our embedding method
is unable to withstand such attacks. On the other had,
our method resists structural or stylistic changes un-
less these involve resizing paragraphs, in which case
the hidden message is affected. The most interesting
method is the statistical one, and we outline below one
such attack based on the chi-squared test (Pearson,
1900; Plackett, 1983). The generality of this test ren-
ders it a suitable one, albeit a rough one, as it is based
only on detecting similarities in numbers of 0s and
1s with the norm, but not other attributes, for exam-
ple their ordering. Other popular statistical tests, such
as Jaro-Winkler’s similarity test (Jaro, 1989; Winkler,

1990), are less suitable since they rely on changes in
the textual content itself (e.g. character or word re-
placement), which we avoid in our Λ embedding.

In our case, Pearson’s chi-squared test would be
defined by the following equation:

χ
2 = 2

i=1

.Oi * Ei/2

Ei

where Oi is the observed value, i.e. the number of 0s
and 1s contained in a document’s R sequence, and Ei
is the expected value of those 0s and 1s, based, for
example, on the results of some empirical study that
would be carried out over some text corpus. There
are only two categories to sum over, 0 and 1. If we
assume that such empirical study produced a result
so that the rate of occurrence of 0s in a document’s R
sequence was Pr0, then the null hypothesis (H0) for
our chi-squared test would be stated as follows:

H0 : The average rate at which a 0 occurs in a docu-
ment’s R sequence is 0 ≤ Pr0 ≤ 1
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By contrast, the alternative hypothesis (H1) is:

H1 : The average rate at which a 0 occurs in
a document’s R sequence is some other value,
0 ≤ Pr0 ≤ 1 where Pr0 ≠ Pr0

In testing a suspicious document, S, we then perform
the following test:

χ
2 =

.O0 * .Pr0 S//2

Pr0 S
+

.O1 * ..1 * Pr0/ S//2

.1 * Pr0/ S

where 1 * Pr0 is the rate of occurrence of 1s in the
normal case. If after this test, H0 holds, meaning that
the upper-tail critical value is χ2 ≤ 3.841 for a signif-
icance level of 0.05, then this implies that S is clean.
On the other hand, if H1 is proven to be correct, mean-
ing that the upper-tail critical value is χ2 > 3.841, then
this indicates that S is more likely to contain some se-
cret message.

5 CONCLUSION

We presented in this paper briefly a new structural
method for embedding and extracting secret messages
in text documents. The new method manipulates the
layout of a document through the resizing of the doc-
uments and then using the size of two adjacent para-
graphs to embed an information bit. In general, our
method is capable of embedding n * 1 number of bits,
for a document consisting of n paragraphs. We de-
fined formally the semantics of the embedding lan-
guage and suggested the chi-squared test as a suitable
attack against a document with a hidden message.

Future work will focus on validating the new
method through carrying out extensive experiments
on various text corpora. This will involve establish-
ing the normal distribution of 0s and 1s to define what
the value of Pr0 is for clean documents. Another di-
rection of future work would be to enrich the formal
language and its semantics to include a logical theory
defining invariant conditions needed for maintaining
the structural and grammatical integrity of paragraphs
and documents. Finally, it is also possible to give dif-
ferent other definitions of R, in particular, ones that
compare the sizes of non-adjacent paragraphs. Such
definitions of R would be keyed, where the key indi-
cates which paragraphs are to be compared. Although
such keyed versions would be more secure, they intro-
duce the additional problem of key distribution.
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